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We enclose NEAG’s comments on the re-application of the proposed Houmoed Road Project Phase 1 (ref above). 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment in our capacity as an interested an affected party and custodians of the 

natural environment. We trust that our detailed comments in the previous phases of this application will be included 

and seriously considered in the review of this re-application. Our concerns raised and objection to the proposed road 

remains.     

 

Before providing comments on the amendments of the application we would like to draw your attention to the 

following substantive issues which we request be addressed by the authorities as a matter of urgency: 
1. Our ability, as unpaid volunteers with our own jobs, to be effective and dedicated custodians of the wetland is being 

asphyxiated by the application being withdrawn and now being resubmitted. Until now we have incurred around R150 

000 in costs for an environmental consultant to assist with the process and hundreds of cumulative hours spent on 

working through the EIA documents, meetings, calls, research etc. The CoCT makes no budget available for unpaid 

volunteers to represent the natural environment in application such as these which place entire ecosystems at risk.   

 

2. We believe that the withdrawal of the application goes against PAJA (Promotion of Administrative Justice Act), the 

Batho Pele principles and the Constitution. This in itself should make the entire application void and trigger an urgent 

review of the Public Participation Process and consultants employed by the CoCT/DA.   

 

3. We are concerned at the lack of internal communication between the CoCT (the applicant) and the DEA. After 

meeting with Mayor Dan Plato, Deputy Mayor Ian Neilson, Alds. Felicity Purchase and JP Smith and Cllr Liell-Cock we 

were led to believe that the CoCT agrees with our environmental concerns and threats this road (Phase 1) poses and 

that the application is deemed an unacceptable environmental risk as proven during the previous application that was 

refused..  

Allowing this process to continue:  

i) Is a gross waste of taxpayer money;  

ii) Threatens to financially bankrupt NPO volunteer organisations such as ourselves;  

iii) Places unsustainable burdens and leads to burn out of volunteers who have to earn a living and spend many hours 

on volunteer work whereas CoCT and Chand are paid for this work;  

iv) Makes a mockery of planning process in that the road application has been shelved for several years and now 

resurrected for re-application. 



v) Reinforces our informed belief that this road was proposed by various parties within the previous Mayco in concert 

with construction companies and developers and that financial benefit was to accrue to various unidentified parties 

who pushed the resubmission of this inherently flawed proposal. 

   

4. The wetland is under threat and we insist that before any development applications in or adjacent to the wetland 

are considered that a properly formulated Wetland Management Plan to be completed and implemented. We remain 

convinced that this wetland must be included within the City of Cape Town application to include various wetlands 

within the Metropole in the RAMSAR process it is currently involved with and that this wetland is granted protected 

status as a vulnerable buffer area between the runoff from most of the Fish Hoek valley and the SAN Parks managed 

section of the Noordhoek Wetlands that are included in the Table Mountain National Park.  

 

 
 
Kind regards,  
 
 
 
Andrea Marais-Potgieter 
Submitted on behalf of the NEAG executive committee 
 
 

CREDENTIALS OF NEAG 

NEAG is a local NGO involved in the management of the social, natural and economic aspects of our local 

environment. The NEAG Committee consists of various PhDs and PhD Candidates in the following fields: 

Environmental Management, Management of Complex Systems, Botany, Ecopsychology & Climate Change, Marine 

Biology and Oceanography and Transportation. Our membership includes those who work in emergency services and 

community development projects. We therefore feel that our comments are well informed and objective. Our collective 

input challenges various flawed assumptions made in this application and the broadly applicant-favoured manner in 

which it is written and presented. 

 
Comments are on the next page. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

COMMENTS 

 

1.  The Public Participation Process is unjust, flawed and biased towards the applicant 

• The reason for terminating the last application based on procedural concerns: “with a view to ensuring clarity 

on the interpretation of EIA process related matters which were raised in the previous BAR” is vague. We 

request that the EAP clarify ALL the “process related matters” for which clarity was sought and which 

subsequently triggered a new application. It is impossible to prepare our intended comments on the “new” 

application fully without understanding and also commenting on identified procedural concerns and how they 

have been or will be addressed in this application. The current application relies directly and heavily on 

procedural and substantive information from the first application. We have the right for the EIA process (of the 

first application) to have been fully and competently completed. We incurred considerable time, effort and cost 

and have been unfairly prejudiced by the withdrawal of the first application for apparently trivial procedural or 

technical reasons. The current abbreviated application does not constitute a suitable remedy and merely 

seeks to replicate the previous one in an abbreviated way. The fact that the Applicant is still clearly intent (this 

2nd application as proof) on pursuing the development proposal indicates that the termination of the first 

application (at a extremely advanced stage) was merely a measure to protect the Applicant’s interests of 

pursuing development (by avoiding the requisite decision of refusal) rather allowing the application to be 

adjudicated based on the merits of the findings and information as should have been the case. It also 

illustrates that the initial application to construct a temporary bypass during the current construction of the 

local road network was merely a distraction from the real intention to construct this road.    

 

2.  The impact the road will have on the ponds remain a serious environmental concern and the current report 

shows the lack of employed specialists to identify the real risks and that no mitigation will be effective in this 

scenario 

• The treatment of the ponds were initially that it would be moved, then partially in filled and now nothing. This 

serious discrepancy by the experts shows the lack of ability to provide correct and just information pertaining 

to the treatment of these valuable water bodies that will certainly be negatively impacted by the road. This 

justifies our previous comments that the impact the road will have on the ponds cannot be mitigated and 

therefore will lead to the collapse of the local Western Leopard Toad populations and in turn have a cascade 

of related negative impacts on other fauna and flora in the wetland and surrounding areas. The value of these 

water bodies are grossly underestimated considering during the drought they remained well filled for fauna to 

survive. 

• The reports fail to consider either a holistic or a complex systems based approach, which is both myopic and 

grossly inadequate in determining the real-time and long-term impacts the road will have on the inter-

relationships between the various elements that provide the balance and health of the wetland ecosystem. 

This failure represents a fatal flaw in this application.   
 

3. The wellbeing of the wetland is severely compromised 

• The report only makes claim for rehabilitation of the wetland around the areas where the road will be built. 

This is a myopic approach as the road will impact the ENTIRE wetland functioning and therefore the ENTIRE 

wetland requires rehabilitation and management.  



• Furthermore, we are alarmed that the area size for wetland rehabilitation has decreased from 1.5ha to 0.5/0.6 

ha in public open spaces and only based on the success of negotiation with private landowners could this 

area increase up to 1ha. The wetland rehabilitation process cannot a.) Hinge on “negotiations”; b.) Be done in 

a small partial area of the wetland when the entire wetland is currently and remains compromised.  

• In addition to the above, only clearing alien vegetation that invades into the rehabilitated areas and ignoring 

the larger wetland is proof of the inadequate linear thinking that will accelerate the inevitable collapse of this 

wetland, as predicted in 1998 KFD Wilkinson Study.  The entire wetland system and surrounding 

developments and impacts need to be considered as an integrated, systemic whole, as each impact has a 

cumulative impact on wetland health. The wetland cannot be managed by following the sort of piecemeal 

approach taken in this BAR which provides biased justification for the destruction of certain aspects when the 

management of the wetland must rather be approached and managed as an integrated complex system with 

interlinked processes and feedback loops.  

 

4. The faunal report remains grossly inadequate and hazardous 

• It is unacceptable that no amphibian study has yet been done and the presence of the Xenopus gilli (IUCN 

Red List of Threatened Species 2017) is ignored.  

• The fact that the Endangered Western Leopard Toads (WLT) breed in the affected ponds and any pollution 

will negatively impact their ability to sustain surrounding populations is not adequately dealt with. One car 

accident, with oil or fuel spillage into the wetland may have a devastating impact, let alone the impact of a 

vehicle carrying hazardous materials. No mitigation can avoid the incremental pollution of the wetlands and 

the ponds. Zandvlei provides an excellent case study of the negative impacts of roads on aggregate pollution 

to give some insights into what will happen to these water bodies situated next to the road - 

https://www.enca.com/south-africa/zandvlei-water-area-in-cape-town-closed-over-health-concerns. 

https://www.environmentalscience.org/roads, https://www.nap.edu/read/11535/chapter/5#75 

• The suggested mitigation is insufficient. We reiterate our previous concern that once the water is polluted 

there is nothing that can be done and a cascade of ecosystemic disasters will manifest with subsequent 

extinctions! The impact metric employed by the consultant on behalf of the proponent is profoundly 
biased toward the interests of the proponent in that it expressly minimises the impacts, for instance 

stating that  ….is minor, when in fact it is unquantified as it is being viewed in isolation and when in 

the past the impacts of been shown to be severe when applied to road construction adjacent to 

wetlands. 

• Page 12: “significant time was spent at areas where birds were concentrated such as at the open water 

bodies and…” – this is not a reliable fieldwork exercise. How much time was spent, when, where? Research 

journal and records need to be made available as many contextual factors could have impacted amount of 

birds seen.  What do you define as a “significant time”?  

• The reference to the Otters on page 15, which is said unlikely to be using the affected area, is blatantly 

untrue. We have provided pictures of residents along the proposed Houmoed seeing Otters and in fact while 

planning the walkabout for the Mayor a dead Otter was seen exactly where the road would be! Please refer to 

our previous comments with photographic evidence of an Otter spotted. These conclusions made are 

dangerous and unethical when in fact evidence was provided of Otters using the ponds.  

• The claim that the impact of the road will be minimal in comparison to housing developments in the area is 

absurd. The city has continued to approve housing developments throughout the catchment that compromise 

the wetlands and the overall ecosystem. We have raised concerns about the increased pressure that 

development within the catchment places on this wetland in comments on many EIA/ EAs over the past 20 



years. The authorities have failed to consider the cumulative impacts of these on this wetland in particular. 

Authorities have taken no meaningful action to protect this wetland over this period and we insist that a full 

management plan for this wetland is put in place and that the wetland be declared a protected area and be 

included within the CoCT Ramsar status application as noted previously. We request that the  CoCT and 

other authorities  stop approving developments for the sake of protecting these wetland systems.  

• The report admits that there is no research to support that WLT will use drift fences etc. This is an 

unacceptable risk to take for an endangered species? The suggestion to monitor the situation is 

fundamentally flawed and places a reverse onus on post development monitoring, which inevitably falls to 

groups like ours. Will the road be removed if the Toads start dying off in masses because they are not using 

the drift fences? Fatalis vitium. 

• We reiterate the fact that roads encourage human colonisation along them and this road will further 

encourage human migration into these wetlands. This has already occurred around the ponds next to the 

existing Houmoed Road. The Mayor had to lift rubbish and walk through human faeces while looking at a 

shack erected next to the pond on his site visit in May. This also proves that the claim in the report: “The 

dense vegetation of the vlei is however seen to provide a buffering effect on the impacts of noise and human 

presence along road” is based on false and disproven assumptions! We attach photographs as proof of this.  

• The report says: “Under the current designs the open water bodies would not be lost under the footprint of the 

road but it would pass in close proximity to these areas, which is likely to reduce their utility for many fauna” – 

the suggested mitigation to reduce these impacts are insufficient! There is a lack of detail as to how 

disturbances to the wetland would be reduced apart from planting trees. This mitigation is wholly ineffective. . 

We draw your attention to various studies undertaken on impacts on wetlands including but not limited to: 

Glista, D.J., T.L. DeVault, and J.A. DeWoody, Vertebrate road mortality predominantly impacts amphibians. 

Herpetological Conservation and Biology, 2008. 3(1): p. 77-87.,  Reeves, M.K., et al., Road proximity 

increases risk of skeletal abnormalities in wood frogs from National Wildlife Refuges in Alaska. Environmental 

health perspectives, 2008. 116(8): p. 1009-1014.,  Camponelli, K.M., et al., Impacts of weathered tire debris 

on the development of< i> Rana sylvatica</i> larvae. Chemosphere, 2009. 74(5): p. 717-722. , ·  Francis, 

C.D., C.P. Ortega, and A. Cruz, Noise pollution changes avian communities and species interactions. Current 

biology, 2009. 19(16): p. 1415-1419., ·  Bee, M.A. and E.M. Swanson, Auditory masking of anuran 

advertisement calls by road traffic noise. Animal Behaviour, 2007. 74(6): p. 1765-1776. 

Miller, M.W., Apparent effects of light pollution on singing behavior of American robins. The Condor, 2006. 

108(1): p. 130-139.,  Wise, S., Studying the ecological impacts of light pollution on wildlife: amphibians as 

models. StarLight: a Common Heritage, C. Marın and J. Jafari, eds.(Canary Islands, Spain: StarLight Initiative 

La Palma Biosphere Reserve, Instituto De Astrofısica De Canarias, Government of The Canary Islands, 

Spanish Ministry of The Environment, UNESCO-MaB.), 2007: p. 107-116.,  

• There is still no inclusion of a ‘No Go’ option which we still believe is a fatal flaw. There is no detail about what 

mitigation measures are proposed around what happens with litter and the culverts? Just take a drive on 

Kommetjie Rd outside Masiphumelele to see the amount of litter that will almost inevitably block the culverts 

and end up in the water bodies! This road stands to increase the load of litter and hormone disrupting 

microplastics in the wetland and from this enter the ocean.  We have been informed by SAcres that SASOL 

have removed approx. 60 tons of broken glass bottles (see pictures below) from the Municipal sidewalk close 

by Houmoed Ave as well as several abandoned cars. During their clean up they found several dead Frogs / 

Leopard Toads & Egyptian Geese and a dog with bleeding paws. If this level of waste cannot be managed in 

the current circumstances there is clearly insufficient capacity to manage this in the future. The increased 

burden on the receiving environment has not been adequately addressed or assessed, reiterating the 



requirement and our insistence that a proper management plan is drawn up to address these and associated 

risks identified as long ago as in the 1998 JFD Wilkinson Study of the Noordhoek Wetlands and further 

identified in many of our comments on EIAs and EAs related to this area in the intervening years.  

 

5. The EIA does not adequately address the issues of Climate Change and the Integrated Coastal 

Management Act 

• We are extremely concerned that the future and Climate Change impacts do not form a separate specialist 

report in this application. Wetlands are key to climate change mitigation and these wetlands lie close to or 

below the 5 m contour level. They are directly connected to the sea via the greater Noordhoek Wetlands. That 

this connection is ignored illustrates the limited perspective of this EA and highlights flawed approach taken in 

this assessment. The nature of this road and the intent behind building it is that this will be of a permanent 

nature. As is known, poorly planned roads, such as Baden Powell drive are increasingly impacted by climate 

change. This road stands to be placed equally at risk by current climate disruption that stands to be 

accelerated by climate feedback loops, especially given the high-energy nature of the coastline in this area. 

This road would be the most vulnerable of any road in the area and it must be asked what cost benefit 

analysis has been undertaken to justify this road against the scenarios of accelerated climate disruption 

events and the ever increasing risk of feedback loops further heightening these risks. It would be irresponsible 

to embark on a project of this nature and magnitude if these cost benefit analyses have not been made. 

• Climate Change buffer zones can be between 300m to 1km from the present coastline. We are of the opinion 

that 300m buffer zone in Noordhoek is insufficient considering the fact that the greater Noordhoek wetlands 

are low lying and prone to erosion given the dynamic nature of the adjunct coastline. This would then place 

the wetlands  under further pressure from this and other local developmental pressures. This road, coupled to 

the complete lack of any meaningful wetland management plan will increase climate change risks for the 

communities surrounding the wetland and we request a climate change impact study be included in this 

application looking at various climate change scenarios, development impacts on the wetland (as mentioned 

in the report these have a huge impact on the health of the wetland), wetland health and ability to be a climate 

change buffer considering the current proposed climate change buffer zones. 

• We note that the city has put in place policy and regulation around these risks but these are insufficiently 

realised in both this EIA and final published policy and by-laws.  

o https://resource.capetown.gov.za/documentcentre/Documents/City%20strategies,%20plans%20and%

20frameworks/Coastal%20Management%20Programme_CMP_2019-20.pdf 

o http://media.withtank.com/e49a10fafd/wc_cmp_draft_23_31_dec_2015-_version_for_pp_1.pdf 

o https://www.property24.com/articles/buffer-zone-for-cape-towns-coast/13057 

	  
6. The impacts of roads on wildlife can be documented at length but we would like to draw your attention to a 

recent example of the reality as to the impact of roads on our biodiversity in the area: 

• During the week of 27th of May 2019 THREE CARACALS were killed. 

• Two were killed due to MVAs. One on Ou Kaapse Weg and another in Glencairn. This shows the devastating 

impact roads have on wildlife and we are continuously decreasing the amount of safe spaces these medium 

predators have to utilise. Wild animals are forced to cross busy roads, which they hardly ever survive. The 

construction of this road would lead to increased risk for the biodiversity of the area.  

• The third caracal was killed by being trapped in a snare in the Noordhoek Wetlands.  This shows the impact 

opening up the wetland to human access has on wildlife. We believe that Houmoed Phase 1 will open the 

wetland up for increased poaching. We deal with these concerns in our previous comments.   



 

Pictures of colonisation next to existing Houmoed Road Pond on walk with Mayor. We provided pictures in 

our previous comments of the litter around the area to demonstrate the impact of humans being close to 

water bodies. These issues are ongoing and CoCT has failed to manage the current problem, which we 
believe has a significant chance of worsening if Houmoed Phase 1 is approved.   

 
 

Pictured below: Bottles removed from Municipal sidewalk close to Houmoed Avenue.  

 

 
 


